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ABSTRACT: Riboflavin transporters (RFTs) and the ribo-
flavin carrier protein (RCP) are highly upregulated in many
tumor cells, tumor stem cells, and tumor neovasculature, which
makes them attractive targets for nanomedicines. Addressing
cells in different tumor compartments requires drug carriers,
which are not only able to accumulate via the EPR effect
but also to extravasate, target specific cell populations, and
get internalized by cells. Reasoning that antibodies are among
the most efficient targeting systems developed by nature, we
consider their size (∼10−15 nm) to be ideal for balancing
passive and active tumor targeting. Therefore, small, short-circulating (10 kDa, ∼7 nm, t1/2 ∼ 1 h) and larger, longer-circulating
(40 kDa, ∼13 nm, t1/2 ∼ 13 h) riboflavin-targeted branched PEG polymers were synthesized, and their biodistribution and target
site accumulation were evaluated in mice bearing angiogenic squamous cell carcinoma (A431) and desmoplastic prostate cancer
(PC3) xenografts. The tumor accumulation of the 10 kDa PEG was characterized by rapid intercompartmental exchange and
significantly improved upon active targeting with riboflavin (RF). The 40 kDa PEG accumulated in tumors four times more
efficiently than the small polymer, but its accumulation did not profit from active RF-targeting. However, RF-targeting enhanced
the cellular internalization in both tumor models and for both polymer sizes. Interestingly, the nanocarriers’ cell-uptake in tumors
was not directly correlated with the extent of accumulation. For example, in both tumor models the small RF-PEG accumulated
much less strongly than the large passively targeted PEG but showed significantly higher intracellular amounts 24 h after
iv administration. Additionally, the size of the polymer determined its preferential uptake by different tumor cell compartments:
the 10 kDa RF-PEGs most efficiently targeted cancer cells, whereas the highest uptake of the 40 kDa RF-PEGs was observed in
tumor-associated macrophages. These findings imply that drug carriers with sizes in the range of therapeutic antibodies show
balanced properties with respect to passive accumulation, tissue penetration, and active targeting. Besides highlighting the potential of
RF-mediated (cancer) cell targeting, we show that strong tumor accumulation does not automatically mean high cellular uptake and
that the nanocarriers’ size plays a critical role in cell- and compartment-specific drug targeting.
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Cancer therapies increasingly involve the administration of
nanomedicines, which passively accumulate in malignant

lesions due to enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)
effect. Passive drug accumulation in tumors relies on highly
fenestrated neovasculature and insufficient lymphatic and
venous drainage.1−3 Nanomedicine delivery based on EPR,

however, has limitations. EPR varies significantly not only
across different tumor types but also within different subregions
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of a single tumor.1,4,5 Furthermore, a dense fibrotic micro-
environment can lead to poor diffusion of the nanomedicines
and therefore may hinder their deep penetration. Thus, depen-
ding on their size and surface properties, many drug carriers
such as nanoparticles, micelles, or liposomes tend to accumu-
late in the perivascular space of tumors and fail to reach the
cancer cells.6−8 Active targeting is often suggested to improve
nanomedicine accumulation, because it may increase the
retention of nanocarriers through specific cellular uptake.
This, however, is only possible if sufficient passive accumulation
occurs, if the size of nanomedicines allows for deep tissue
penetration and if the target is accessible. Therefore, it is still an
open question how nanomedicine accumulation in tumors can
be maximized and how passive and active targeting mechanisms
need to be balanced. Furthermore, enhanced nanomedicine
accumulation does not automatically indicate higher therapeu-
tic efficacy. Homogeneous drug distribution within the tumor,
as well as balanced delivery to all relevant tumor compartments
with optimized uptake by cancer cells, cancer stem cells, endo-
thelium, and stroma will have a significant impact on the thera-
peutic outcome.
In order to better understand how passive and active

tumor accumulation and cellular uptake are influenced
by the size of a nanocarrier, we employed two differently
sized branched polyethylene glycol (PEG) polymers, which
have clearly different pharmacokinetic profiles in terms
of plasma residence and volume of distribution.9 We
evaluated their pharmacokinetics, biodistribution, and cell-
uptake in two different tumor models by using noninvasive
combined computed tomography and fluorescence molecular
tomography (CT/FMT)10,11 and fluorescence microscopy
(Figure 1).
The small polymer (10 kDa, DH ∼ 7 nm) has a relatively

short blood half-life, and therefore is expected to display low

EPR effect in cancer lesions. The larger branched PEG polymer
(40 kDa, DH ∼ 13 nm) is just above the renal threshold, and
thus has a significantly longer blood half-life, likely leading to
much more pronounced EPR-mediated tumor accumulation.
Furthermore, with a size of approximately 13 nm, the 40 kDa
polymer is within the size range of IgG antibodies (DH ∼
10−15 nm).12,13 Antibodies are among the most potent tar-
geting systems developed by nature and we hypothesize that
their good performance is supported by the evolutionary
development of an ideal size. There are different types of
antibodies: IgM antibodies (DH ∼ 30 nm) are larger, have more
binding sites, and are responsible for early inflammation phases
and mostly bind antigens in the blood. Thus, their size may be
evolutionarily optimized for retention in systemic circulation
and not for targeting areas far away from blood vessels.14

In contrast, the smaller IgG antibodies extravasate strongly
in tissues, predominantly in areas of inflammation or cancer,
where inflammatory and angiogenic factors increase vascular
permeability.10,14 On the basis of this notion, we hypothesize
that nanomedicines in the size range of IgG may offer an
optimal balance between a sufficiently long blood half-life,
passive accumulation at pathological sites, and deep penetration
into tissues and thus enable efficient targeting of extravascular
epitopes. Because smaller antibody formats, such as single chain
antibodies and nanobodies, have also shown excellent extra-
vascular targeting capability despite their shorter blood half-life,
we decided to evaluate both 7 and 13 nm large polymeric
nanocarriers with respect to their potential for drug delivery to
different tumor compartments.
We selected riboflavin (RF) as a targeting ligand since its

metabolism is shown to be highly upregulated in cancer cells,
cancer stem cells and cells of the tumor microenviron-
ment.15−18 The cellular uptake of RF (vitamin B2), similarly
to folic acid (vitamin B9), is facilitated by high-affinity receptor-
mediated endocytosis: transmembrane transporters (RFTs)
and carrier protein (RCP) that are overexpressed by many
cancer cells and allow for tumor-specific drug delivery of RF-
targeted nanomedicines.19 As model nanocarriers, we employed
two four-arm PEG polymers labeled with the fluorescent dye
cyanine 5.5 (Cy5.5) on one arm in order to enable their
detection by CT/FMT. We used the RF-derivative carbox-
ymethylriboflavin20 as a targeting moiety and conjugated it to
the residual three arms. All polymer conjugates were purified
on reversed-phase HPLC and the chemical modification was
monitored with UV/vis spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 2, the
polymers, functionalized with both RF and Cy5.5, displayed an
absorption spectrum that is characteristic for both conjugated
molecules (strong absorption peaks of RF at 260 and 370 nm in
the UV range and a maximum at 450 nm in the visible range,
along with a strong absorption peak of the cyanine dye at
680 nm). As expected, only the absorption spectrum of the
fluorescent dye was found in the RF-free control polymer.
The purity and the hydrodynamic diameter (DH) of the
polymers were measured with fluorescence correlation spec-
troscopy (FCS) in PBS buffer. The 10 kDa PEG displayed
DH ∼ 7 nm, and the DH of the 40 kDa PEG was measured to be
approximately 13 nm. In addition, the polymers’ properties
in terms of size and selective binding to RCP were also
analyzed in biological media (plasma and serum). The results
(Supporting Information, Figures S2 and S3) show that there
was no protein adsorption on the polymeric nanocarriers and
the RF-PEGs retained their targeting efficacy in serum.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the study. (a) Differently sized
polymers were administered iv in mice bearing epidermoid carcinoma
(A431) and prostate carcinoma (PC3) xenografts. (b) The polymers’
pharmacokinetics and biodistribution were assessed in vivo using
CT/FMT. (c) Polymers’ accumulation in tumors and uptake by cells
of different tumor compartments were evaluated histologically. Clip art
was used from the Servier’s “Medical Art” database (http://www.
servier.com/Powerpoint-image-bank) and modified.
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The cellular uptake of the 10 and 40 kDa targeted and
nontargeted polymers was tested in A431 squamous cell
carcinoma and PC3 prostate cancer cells, which are both
known to display high RF uptake.18 Polymer internalization
was evaluated by fluorescence microscopy at excitation
wavelength of 680 nm and showed up to three times higher
cellular uptake for the targeted than for nontargeted PEG
(Figure 3). Blocking RFTs by the addition of a 20-fold excess of
targeted polymers, not labeled with Cy5.5, reduced the cellular
uptake of RF-PEG to the levels of nontargeted PEG, confirming
its specific receptor-mediated internalization. The uptake ratios
of targeted and nontargeted 10 and 40 kDa PEGs were similar.
Overall, however, the larger polymers were internalized by
the cells to a lower extent (Figure 3b), which is likely due to
the larger size, leading to a slower internalization. Furthermore,
the cellular uptake of the polymers was evaluated at 4 °C.
The results showed a significant decrease (p < 0.05) in polymer
internalization that indicated that the uptake of the nanocarriers
is mediated through energy-dependent endocytosis. In line
with these results on cancer cells, mouse macrophages also
showed an enhanced uptake of RF-targeted PEG that could
be competitively blocked and reduced by decreasing the

temperature to 4 °C. However, since these cells already show
a relatively high unspecific phagocytic uptake of the poly-
mers, the differences were smaller than for the cancer cells
(Supporting Information, Figure S4).

Evaluation of the Pharmacokinetics and Biodistribu-
tion of PEG and RF-PEG in Vivo. The polymeric nanocarriers
were administered intravenously to CD1 nude mice bearing
A431 and PC3 tumor xenografts. In order to determine the
blood half-life of the differently sized PEGs, blood samples
were collected from each animal at different time points and
evaluated with 2D fluorescence reflectance imaging (FRI).
The glomerular permeability threshold for linear PEG poly-
mers is reported to be approximately 30 kDa.21 Thus, it was
expected that the 40 kDa branched PEG would remain in
the blood circulation for significantly longer time compared with
its 10 kDa counterpart. Indeed, blood half-life of approxi-
mately 1 h for the 10 kDa and 13 h for the 40 kDa PEG
were obtained when fitting the decreasing fluorescence inten-
sity of the polymers in blood over time (Figure 4a) as an
exponential decay curve (Figure 4b). Functionalization of the
polymers with RF did not significantly change their blood
half-lives.

Figure 2. Scheme illustrating the composition of the polymeric nanocarriers and absorption spectra of the near-infrared dye Cy5.5, RF-derivative,
and labeled polymers. (a) Absorption spectra of Cy5.5 (left) and RF derivative (right). (b) Branched PEGs labeled with Cy5.5 (PEG), and
with RF-derivative and Cy5.5 (RF-PEG) are shown on the left. The corresponding absorption spectra of the labeled polymers are presented on
the right.
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In vivo CT/FMT quantification of the polymers’ organ
distribution in mice bearing A431 tumors is shown in
Figure 5a and ex vivo data acquired by 2D FRI is presented
in Figure 5b. Because of their lower molecular weight,
the 10 kDa polymers showed a faster extravasation and
penetration in the tissue than the larger polymers and were
characterized by a lower retention in organs. In addition, 72 h
after injection there was still a substantial amount of the
40 kDa polymers circulating in the blood that contributed to
the measured amounts in the organs. In line with this, the
amount of 10 kDa PEG in all organs, measured by in vivo

CT/FMT, was three times lower in comparison with the
40 kDa PEG 72 h after injection.
A higher fluorescence signal in the liver was measured for the

10 kDa targeted polymers compared to the 10 kDa control
group (7.2 ± 0.4%ID/cm3 vs 4.4 ± 0.5%ID/cm3, p < 0.01),
which may be explained by RF-mediated macrophage uptake
that complements the unspecific polymer phagocytosis.
This difference was not prominent for the large polymer,
most likely due to the much higher unspecific liver uptake of
approximately 13.6 ± 1.9%ID/cm3 that, as in tumors, masks
the actively bound and retained polymer fraction. In all other

Figure 3. Representative fluorescence images and evaluation of cellular uptake of 10 and 40 kDa polymers. (a) (a) Fluorescence microscopy
images of A431 cells after incubation at 37 °C with 10 and 40 kDa polymers (red) are in line with the quantification and show RF-PEGs in a
perinuclear location which is in line with a lysosomal storage. Cell nuclei are counterstained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar: 15 μm. (b) The
quantification of the cellular uptake at 37 °C of 10 kDa and 40 kDa PEGs based on fluorescence intensity measurements clearly shows a higher
uptake of targeted versus nontargeted polymers in both cell lines and the significant reduction of cellular internalization after competitive
receptor blockade. The cellular uptake was significantly decreased at 4 °C, which indicates an energy-dependent endocytosis. *, p < 0.05;
**, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001.
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organs, there was no significant increase in polymer uptake
upon functionalization with RF. Similar values were obtained
for the mice bearing PC3 xenografts (Supporting Information,
Table S1).
CT/FMT measurements, performed during the initial

distribution phase of the 10 kDa polymers at 15 min after
intravenous (iv) administration, revealed no significant differ-
ence between the amount of control and targeted polymers in
the tumors (Figure 6a). However, this does not necessarily
mean that there was no early binding of the 10 kDa RF-PEGs.
Small polymers show a fast extravasation and tissue penetration,
which leads to a rapid and strong enhancement of their concen-
tration in the extravascular space shortly after iv injection,
masking the fraction of target-bound polymers. Subsequently,
small polymers redistribute into circulation, and as the amount
of the carriers in the blood rapidly decreases, the retention
of actively targeted probes in the tumor becomes more
pronounced. This explains the fact that 3 h after administration,
when 80% of the injected polymers were cleared from the
blood, the difference between passive and active targeting
started to become prominent. Significant differences were
observed 6 and 24 h post injection, when most unbound
polymers have re-entered circulation and were subsequently
cleared from the blood. The amount of the 10 kDa polymers
accumulated in the tumor lesion, quantified in vivo 24 h after
PEG administration, was up to twice as high for the targeted as
for the control probe in A431 (1.3 ± 0.2 vs 0.6 ± 0.1%ID/cm3,
p < 0.05) and 30% higher in PC3 tumors (0.6 ± 0.1 vs
0.4 ± 0.1%ID/cm3, p < 0.05) (Figure 6).
A significantly different time profile of tumor accumulation

was observed for the 40 kDa polymers. In contrast to the small
polymers, which have a large volume of distribution at early

time points and undergo rapid renal elimination, the larger
nanocarriers exhibited continuous tumor accumulation over
24 h. The accumulation of 40 kDa polymers in tumors was
strongly mediated via EPR, and their concentration in the
cancerous lesions was approximately four times higher than that
of the small polymers (in A431 tumors, RF-PEGs, 4.6 ± 0.6%
ID/cm3 (40 kDa) vs 1.3 ± 0.2%ID/cm3 (10 kDa); PEGs, 4.7 ±
1.1%ID/cm3 (40 kDa) vs 0.6 ± 0.1%ID/cm3 (10 kDa). In PC3
tumors, RF-PEGs, 2.6 ± 0.4%ID/cm3 (40 kDa) vs 0.6 ± 0.1%
ID/cm3 (10 kDa); PEGs, 2.6 ± 0.3%ID/cm3 (40 kDa) vs 0.4 ±
0.1%ID/cm3 (10 kDa)). Interestingly, however, there was
no significant difference between the amount of the 40 kDa
RF-PEGs and PEGs in both tumor models up to 72 h after
injection (Figure 6b). This may be due to the high polymer
amount passively accumulated in the tumor, which renders
active retention insignificant.
These data indicate that active targeting only improves the

tumor accumulation of small nanocarriers if these have short
blood half-life, fast compartment exchange, and low tissue
retention. As the size of the probe increases, such as in the
case of the 40 kDa polymers, EPR becomes prominent and
enhances the overall nanoparticles accumulation. Because
under these circumstances strong tissue retention is given,
the effect of active targeting on tumor accumulation becomes
less pronounced and may not be detectable.
Although the tendency in polymers’ longitudinal accumu-

lation was similar for both tumor models, there was a
clear difference between the overall amount of PEGs in
the A431 and the PC3 xenograft. The area below the
accumulation-time curves of the control polymers showed
that A431 tumors generally accumulated higher amounts
of the nanocarriers (Figure 7a). Since collagen is one of

Figure 4. Blood half-life of 10 and 40 kDa branched PEGs in A431 tumor model. (a) Fluorescence intensity of blood samples measured with 2D FRI
after iv injection of 10 kDa and 40 kDa Cy5.5-labeled RF-targeted and control polymers. (b) Plot of the blood fluorescence intensity at different time
points to assess the blood half-lives of the polymers. There is no significant difference in the blood half-lives of RF-targeted and control polymers
(n = 5). As expected, the blood half-lives of the 10 kDa polymers are much shorter than of the 40 kDa PEGs.
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the major determinants of interstitial transport and thus
of accumulation of nanocarriers in the interstitial space,22

we analyzed the collagen density and the vascularity of
both xenografts by two-photon microscopy in order to
explain the difference in the polymers’ extravasation. In two-
photon microscopy, the vessel segmentation is based on
the injection of fluorescently labeled lectin, which stains only
the blood perfused vessels. Additionally, second harmonic
generation enables the visualization of stromal collagen and
collagen volume fraction analysis. Evaluation of tumor cryo-
sections indicated almost three times fewer (functional)
vessels and a 7-fold higher collagen density for the PC3
model (Figure 7b). Thus, the lower blood supply and denser
fibrotic network may be the driving factors explaining the
lower polymer diffusion and distribution within the tumor
and explain the lower amount of PEG accumulation in the
PC3 xenograft compared to the A431 model.
Although passive tumor accumulation via EPR is the domi-

nant mechanism of action for nanomedicines with size above
the renal elimination threshold, it does not entail efficient
intracellular drug delivery. Passively targeted nanocarriers
usually release their drug payload in the extracellular matrix,
which is often sufficient.23 Some drugs, however, cannot diffuse
efficiently and do not reach the tumor cells. Also for highly
toxic substances, intracellular release from the drug delivery
system is desirable. Thus, the use of solely passively targeted
drug delivery systems for which the cellular uptake relies on

nonspecific endocytosis, may not always be efficient.24 There-
fore, to achieve high therapeutic efficiency, it is necessary for
many drugs and nanomedicines to not only passively accumu-
late in the tumor but also to actively trigger cellular inter-
nalization. In addition, the therapeutic efficiency will also be
influenced by the cellular compartments that are predominantly
targeted. In this context, different tumor types and drugs
may require different adjustments of drug delivery to tumor
or stromal cells, the latter including endothelial cells, macro-
phages, (myo-)fibroblasts and cancer cells.
Histological analysis of tumor cryosections was performed to

evaluate the amount of accumulated and internalized polymers.
Fluorescence microscopy of unfixed tumor tissue enabled the
quantification of the whole accumulated polymer content in the
extravascular extracellular space and within cells. In order to
quantify only the amount of nanocarrier taken up by cells, the
tumor sections were fixed and washed extensively to remove
the noninternalized polymers. Representative fluorescence images
of unfixed and fixed cryosections are shown in Figure 8a.
The histological evaluation, presented in Figure 8b, showed
that the amount of accumulated polymer could not be directly
correlated with the amount of polymer internalized by cells.
In line with the in vivo CT/FMT data, the histological analysis
revealed no difference in the overall tumor accumulation
between 40 kDa RF-PEG and PEG in both A431 and PC3
xenografts. However, in terms of cellular uptake, the 40 kDa
RF-PEG showed significantly higher internalization vs their

Figure 5. Biodistribution of fluorescently labeled 10 kDa PEGs 24h post iv injection, and 40 kDa PEGs 72 h post iv injection in mice bearing A431
tumors quantified by 3D CT/FMT. (a) An example of a fused CT/FMT image of a mouse with organ segmentation is shown on the left. The results
of the 3D CT/FMT quantification of polymer amounts in the organs is presented as percentage of the injected dose per cm3 (right). Please note that
despite higher amounts of the 40 kDa in the organs, compared with the 10 kDa probe, tumor-to-liver ratios are higher for the larger PEGs.
In addition, it needs to be considered that the data was acquired when significant amounts of the 40 kDa polymer were still in the blood circulation.
(b) Ex vivo bright-field (BF) organ images (left) and their corresponding 2D FR images indicating the accumulation of the fluorescently labeled
PEGs (right).
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passively targeted counterparts: 2.5 ± 0.3 vs 1.7 ± 0.1 fluo-
rescence intensity (a.u.), p < 0.05 in A431 tumors, and 1.6 ±
0.3 vs 0.5 ± 0.1 fluorescence intensity (a.u.), p < 0.01 in PC3
tumors, respectively. The difference between accumulation and
internalization is even more pronounced when comparing the
40 kDa nontargeted polymers with the small RF-PEGs. Although
the 10 kDa RF-PEG accumulated to much lower extent than the
nontargeted 40 kDa PEG, its cellular uptake was found to be
nearly three times higher (3.8 ± 0.9 vs 1.6 ± 0.1 fluorescence
intensity (au) p < 0.05 in A431 tumors and 1.4 ± 0.2 vs 0.5 ± 0.1
fluorescence intensity (au), p < 0.01 in PC3 tumors). This data

suggests that the control polymers accumulated predominantly
in the extracellular compartment with low degree of nonspecific
cellular uptake, whereas the RF-PEGs were retained intra-
cellularly.
The next important question was to characterize the

cellular compartments that internalized the polymers and
to investigate whether nanocarriers’ size or RF-targeting
changed the preferential uptake of certain cell types. For this
purpose, immunohistochemical stainings were performed:
anti-CD68 and anti-Ki67 antibodies were used to mark
macrophages and proliferating cells and their colocalization

Figure 6. Representative CT/FMT images of A431 tumors at different time points after iv injection of targeted and control 10 kDa (a) and 40 kDa
(b) polymers and plots indicating their accumulation in A431 and PC3 tumor xenografts. Active targeting improved tumor accumulation only for the
10 kDa probe, which is true for both the highly angiogenic A431 and the desmoplastic PC3 tumors. In addition, the differences in the dynamics of
10 kDa and 40 kDa polymer accumulation are clearly demonstrated.
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with the polymers’ signal is shown in Figure 8c. Blood vessel
endothelial cells were stained with anti-CD31 antibodies,
and DAPI was used to mark the cell nuclei. Histological
analysis, presented in Figure 8d, shows that the presence of
the targeting ligand and the size of the nanocarrier account
for a preferential uptake in different tumor compartments.
In general, nontargeted polymers were taken up in only low
amounts by all cell types. However, there were differences in
the cellular preference between the 10 kDa and 40 kDa poly-
mers. While 10 kDa PEGs were mostly found in tumor cells,
followed by macrophages and endothelial cells, the 40 kDa
PEGs showed highest affinity to macrophages, followed
by tumor cells and only negligible uptake by the endothelium.
This may be due to the high concentration and long reten-
tion of the large polymers in the extravascular, extracellular
space (EES), and their slower penetration/diffusion into tissue
(Supporting Information, Figure S5) and thus, stronger
exposure to interstitial stroma than to cancer cells. Higher
macrophage-uptake, however, does not mean that 40 kDa
RF-PEG would be a less effective drug carrier. Tumor-associated
macrophages have been described to act as a slow-release
reservoir of nanotherapeutics and may transfer them to neigh-
boring tumor cells.25 Furthermore, eradicating M2-type tumor
macrophages has been reported to strongly reduce cancer cell
invasion and metastasis.26 In addition, there was still a significant
amount of free 40 kDa RF-PEG in the interstitial space of
the tumor tissue 72 h p.i., which over time may diffuse and get
internalized by the tumor cells.
Interestingly, for the 40 kDa polymer, there was a ten-

dency for a smaller difference between macrophage- and
tumor cell-uptake upon conjugation with RF (Figure 8d).
This likely results from the higher impact of active tar-
geting on tumor cells than on macrophages with the
latter already internalizing significant amounts of the poly-
mer by unspecific phagocytosis, while tumor cells show
hardly any RF-independent uptake. For the deeper under-
standing of underling processes of tumor accumulation and

compartmentalization intravital microscopy could be employed
in future studies to provide time-resolved high-definition images
of polymer diffusion and uptake in vascular, cancer, stromal, and
immune cells.27,28

Active targeting with RF significantly enhanced the
uptake of both polymers without strongly changing their
cell compartmental preferences. The uptake of 7−13 nm
sized (RF-targeted) PEG polymers by endothelial cells was
found to be low. This is not in line with previous findings on
∼100 nm sized riboflavin-labeled USPIO nanoparticles,16,17

which were mainly localized in endothelial cells and macro-
phages. Either endothelial cells internalize PEG less pref-
erentially than USPIO nanoparticles or, more likely, the
lower endothelial uptake is only relative and can be explained
by the fact that riboflavin-functionalized USPIO with their
considerably larger size and short blood half-life did not
efficiently penetrate into tumor tissue and showed markedly
lower uptake by macrophages and hardly any uptake by tumor
cells.
In summary, besides supporting the use of riboflavin as an

interesting target for cancer nanomedicines, this study
highlights important links between nanomedicine size and
passive and active targeting mechanisms. We show that active
targeting only improves the accumulation of polymeric
nanocarriers if there is low baseline retention and if the EPR
effect is not prominent. These properties, which are typical for
very small polymers, are considered to be crucial for
nanodiagnostics, which intend to highly specifically visualize
the expression of molecular targets. We furthermore demon-
strated that active targeting with riboflavin strongly improves
cellular uptake of both small and large polymers by cancer cells,
macrophages, and proliferating cells and that even small
differences in nanocarrier size have an impact on cellular
compartmentalization (overview presented in Figure 9). In this
context, we hypothesize that for therapeutic applications
targeted nanocarriers with size dimensions in the range of
IgG antibodies have the ideal size to circulate long, selectively

Figure 7. Tumor properties and perfusion with nanocarriers. (a) Plots demonstrate that the accumulation of 10 and 40 kDa control polymers was
substantially lower in PC3 than A431 tumors. (b) The three-dimensional (3D) surface-rendered view of representative two-photon images for both
tumor models, A431 and PC3, showing blood vessels and collagen density. (c) Quantification of vessel density. (d) Quantification of collagen
content indicates the desmoplastic nature and lower vascularization of the PC3 tumors, which may explain the lower accumulation of the polymers.
Scale bar: 50 μm.
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extravasate in tissues with increased vascular permeability,
passively accumulate in these tissues via EPR, penetrate deeply,
effectively find their extravascular targets, and localize to the
intended cellular compartments.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the
ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.7b01171.

Figure 9. Overview of polymers’ in vivo performance with respect to tumor accumulation and cellular uptake based on size and targeting
ligand.

Figure 8. Histological analysis performed 24 h after iv injection of 10 kDa polymers and 72 h after iv injection of 40 kDa polymers. (a)
Representative images of an unfixed cryosection (left), showing the amount of accumulated polymers, and a fixed and washed cryosection (right),
showing the amount of internalized polymers, for 10 kDa RF-PEG in A431 tumor model. Scale bar: 20 μm. (b) Histological quantification of
nanocarriers’ total tumor accumulation (left) and intracellular accumulation (right) based on fluorescence intensity measurements of A431 and PC3
tumor cryosections. In both tumor models, there was a higher passive accumulation of 40 kDa than 10 kDa polymers. Active targeting improved the
accumulation of the small polymers but hardly had any effect on the accumulation of the 40 kDa polymers. However, for both tumor models cellular
internalization was strongly improved by active targeting. Please note that in particular in the highly angiogenic A431 tumor model, tumor
accumulation did not match cellular internalization. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; n.s., not significant. (c) Fluorescence images illustrating the cellular
uptake of the 10 kDa and 40 kDa polymers in A431 tumors. PEG is shown in red, macrophages (CD68) in yellow, proliferating cells (Ki67) in green,
and cell nuclei (DAPI) in blue. Arrows show polymer accumulation in different cell types (white arrows for tumor cells, yellow arrows for
macrophages, green arrows for proliferating cells). There was only a low uptake of passively targeted 10 kDa and 40 kDa polymers, predominantly by
tumor macrophages. The cell-uptake of the RF-PEGs was much more pronounced. Scale bar: 20 μm. (d) Histological evaluation of the area
percentage of different tumor compartments: cancer cells make up approximately 90% of the total tumor area, while macrophages and endothelium
occupy only about 5%. (e) Histological evaluation of polymer uptake in different cell compartments. 10 kDa RF-PEG was predominantly located in
(proliferating) tumor cells, 40 kDa RF-PEG was most strongly internalized by macrophages.
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